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When city folk dream of a house in the country, their

vision is a kind of Rorschach test. Do they see their busy lives

simply transplanted to a more bucolic setting? Or do they

picture a corrective — a quieter, slower-paced yin to the

clamorous yang of everyday life?

Rachel Muscatine and Aranth Madhavan fall firmly into

the latter camp, although it took 10 years of looking — and

two more of construction — to bring their fantasy to fruition.

A former social worker who’s been cooking since she was

three (and more recently attended culinary school),

Muscatine wanted an informal place where friends could

drop in for meals, put their feet on the furniture, find room to

crash after one too many glasses of wine, and, of course,

where the kids (Sophia, 18, and Daniel, 13) could invite

friends to swim and hang out. For Madhavan, who works in

the index division of the financial powerhouse BlackRock,

there had to be easy access to serious, head-clearing hikes off

the manicured grid.

“It was worth the wait,” says Muscatine, referring to the

13-acre Glen Ellen plot they purchased a few years ago. “It’s

only an hour or so from our house in San Francisco, but it

feels like another world.” Although the family can easily

stroll or bike into town, the surrounding Sonoma Valley

landscape is also studded with state parks such as Sugarloaf

Ridge, where bears and bobcats have been spotted from the

hiking trails.

“IT’S ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

PROPERTIES IN CALIFORNIA,” SAYS ARCHITECT

NICK NOYES OF THIS 13-ACRE PARCEL OF LAND

IN GLEN ELLEN THAT IS NOT ONLY TEEMING

WITH VINEYARDS AND OAK TREES, BUT ALSO

HAS ITS OWN BABBLING CREEK.
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When the couple first saw the site, nestled in oak trees atop a gently

curving road, it was inhabited by a woodsy, pitched-roof ’70s-era cabin. The

owners feared it might be razed and replaced with a mega-mansion or

misplaced Tuscan villa, so Muscatine and Madhavan wrote a letter pledg-

ing to respect the “spirit” of the house (and to retain the Barbera vineyard —

less thirsty than the more lucrative Cabernet grapes that abound nearby).

Muscatine started her search for an architect by typing “modern

farmhouse Sonoma” into Google. “And up popped this stunning building

designed by Nick Noyes,” she says. “He’d captured the feeling of a farm-

house, but in a way that felt authentic to now — not by trucking in 100-year-

old barn wood.”

Noyes, an S.F. architect, retained the old house’s foundation and vernac-

ular roof, which he clad in Galvalume metal, and raised the beams (now

painted white) to increase volume. Then he put a wall right down the mid-

dle, so that one-half of the pitch covers the new great room, with the master

bedroom on the other side. Because the central kitchen is so imperative to

Muscatine’s passion, Noyes and interior designer Brittany Haines of San

Francisco-based ABD Studio found places for beautiful handcrafted touch-

es that married Muscatine’s references to both modern farmhouse and

French industrial.

The sheetrock walls are lined with warmly painted wooden boards, and

a large, blackened steel pantry with marble shelves closes off with a big

sliding door. The clean lines of the walnut-topped dining table are tweaked

with turned legs that are lacquered black.

On either side of the great room, light

floods through steel mullioned windows.

The custom built-in couch in the living

room is the width of a single bed, able to

sleep four kids on a whim. 

“Rachel had a very clear vision,” ex-

plains Haines. “She consistently used

words like ‘quiet,’ ‘easy’ and ‘respite.’ She

expressed her desire that nothing be too

precious, so we let this be our mantra.”

Just as the interior is a mix of off-the-

shelf and custom splurges (such as Italian club chairs that Haines had cov-

ered in buttery caramel-colored leather), the exterior is both practical and

sensual, with workhouse Hardie Board siding softened by the cedar clad-

ding that guides the journey from entry gate to front door. The garage and

studio apartment that used to sit beside the house was remade into rooms

for the children and a self-contained guest suite. “After all,” says Muscatine,

“nobody wants to see anybody before the first cup of coffee.”

Nearby is the poolside pizza oven, where Muscatine also bakes the

breads she hopes to sell someday at the farmers’ market. Her farm-to-table

fantasy will come closer to reality this summer, when four laying hens come

home to roost, and the newly planted orchard (apples, figs, lemons,

apricots, berries), herb garden and raised vegetable beds go into high gear.

(The family already enjoys wine made from their grapes.)

If Muscatine and Madhavan have one regret, it’s that they didn’t build the

house sooner. “Time takes on a different quality here,” says Madhavan. “It

actually slows down when you are forced to break your usual routines.” But

the best thing of all may be what’s missing. Adds Madhavan with a pleased

cackle aimed squarely at his kids: “The Wi-Fi up here is just terrible.”

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: THE ANTHROPOLOGIE BED IN THE

GUEST ROOM IS FLANKED BY SERENA & LILY TABLES AND SCONCES FROM

SCHOOLHOUSE ELECTRIC; THE CUSTOM DINING TABLE IS SURROUNDED BY

EAMES MOLDED-PLASTIC CHAIRS; THE EXTRA-DEEP CUSTOM COUCH IS

WITHIN REACH OF NESTING TABLES FROM WEEGO HOME; IN THE MASTER

BEDROOM, THE BED IS FROM ROOM & BOARD, WITH BEDDING FROM

RESTORATION HARDWARE. RIGHT, FROM TOP: RACHEL COOKS AT HER

BELOVED BLUESTAR STOVE; CUSTOM-COVERED LEATHER CHAIRS IN THE

LIVING ROOM ARE FROM COUP D’ETAT.

“Time takes on a different
quality here. It actually slows
down when you are forced to
break your usual routines.” 
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